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this course will also provide you with a strong understanding of the following topics: overview of the fundamentals of business analytics sales and marketing analytics industry standards of business analysis using analytics to drive marketing using analytics to drive sales understanding the business
of analytics in this course, we’ll discuss the following topics: sharepoint and dynamics 365 business central hybrid architecture predictive analytics recency & frequency lead management optimizing marketing analytics optimizing sales analytics this training is intended to provide a basic
introduction to the salesforce lightning components, which is a platform for building interactive client-side user interfaces that can be embedded in various types of web pages and mobile applications. the course is intended for individuals interested in learning about these components, and is not
intended to be used for building a custom lightning component or application. the salesforce service cloud essentials course is designed for professionals who directly or indirectly manage support teams. no prior knowledge of salesforce is needed. however, it is strongly recommended that all
students study the online salesforce crm getting started workbook . the mobile app for salesforce is a must-have for your sales organization to get in front of customers on the go. salesforce1 apps help you focus your sales efforts with a mobile-first approach to sales, marketing, and customer
service. with salesforce1 apps, you can seamlessly access your apps from your mobile device, allowing you to access crm information and apps from anywhere.
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successful completion of this two-day, instructor-led course will enhance the students understanding of how to configure and manage the firewall services running on the palo alto networks ipaws appliance. students will gain an in-depth knowledge of how to implement and manage a palo alto
networks ipaws appliance. successful completion of this two-day, instructor-led course will enhance the students understanding of how to configure and manage the palo alto networks apm appliance. students will gain an in-depth knowledge of how to implement and manage a palo alto networks
apm appliance. in this two-day course, students will be provided with an opportunity to get hands-on experience troubleshooting the firewall services and the palo alto networks idp appliance. upon completion of this course, students will gain in-depth knowledge of how to troubleshoot firewall, idp

and threat prevention features. sql server provides a single source of both consistent performance and multi-platform enterprise capability by giving applications access to a single source of structured data. this course will teach you the basics of database administration, troubleshooting and
troubleshooters. the primary goal of this course is to provide an overview of the services provided by the salesforce solution and to provide a foundation for users of any salesforce license to become well-versed in the solution. do you want to create your own social network community in salesforce?

this course shows you how to create a custom community and embed third-party apps. you'll create custom membership settings, create administrators and member profiles, then use profiles to connect members with communities and other apps. 5ec8ef588b
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